
Councillor P W Bartlett 
Chairman – Joint Transportation Board 
Ward Member for Weald East 
Imber, Cheeseman’s Green Lane, Sevington, Ashford, TN24 0LJ 

Ask for: Cllr Paul Bartlett 
Email: paul.bartlett@ashford.gov.uk 
Mobile: 07739293502 

Date: 24 July 2018 

Dear Sir 

Pedestrian Crossing on the A2070 - Ashford 

I refer to the letter my predecessor, Councillor Bernard Heyes, sent to you dated 
27th September 2017 regarding the above and your reply of 11th October 2017. You will 
recall that the meeting of Ashford’s Joint Transportation Board (JTB) in September 2017 
heard elected Members express their concern at both the speed of vehicles approaching 
the pedestrian crossing on the A2070 and that vehicles had been witnessed as not 
stopping at the crossing when the lights were red. A copy of your reply to the Boards 
original concerns was presented for information at the JTB meeting in December 2017.   

Since then I have been made aware of continued instances of this occurring and indeed a 
report was presented by the Ward Member for Park Farm South to the meeting of the JTB 
on 12th June 2018 about this issue. The report advised that since the matter had last been 
considered in September 2017 there had been two further crashes on the A2070 and 
several instances of drivers ignoring the red light traffic signals and indeed overtaking on 
the crossing itself. The Ward Member also advised that this stretch of road was regularly 
used by motorcyclists who appeared to use it for time trials. The JTB supported the 
concerns expressed by the Ward Member and agreed that by placing traffic cameras at 
this location it would prevent overtaking and speeding and reduce the risk of lives being 
put at risk by such irresponsible drivers. 

As the new Chairman of the Joint Transportation Board I was asked to write to you again 
on this matter to highlight these continued concerns, particularly in view of the fact that 
somebody may be killed or seriously injured at this crossing if nothing is done. I would be 
grateful if you would reconsider this issue and look at providing enforcement cameras at 
this location. 
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I look forward to your reply. 

Yours faithfully 

Councillor Paul Bartlett 
Enc 

























Ashford District 

Speed and Noise Issues 

Wednesday 04th November 2020 

1100 to 1200hrs 

Via TEAMS 

Chair – Inspector 9012 Jason Atkinson – Ashford Community Safety Unit 

Attendees 

Alison Oates – ABC Community Safety and Wellbeing Manager; Cllr Mike Angell – KCC and Chair of 
Joint Transportation Board; John Craigen – Highways England (HE) Road Safety; John Farnaby – HE 
(Area 4) road safety specialist; Tara O’Shea – KCC Speed & Road Safety partnerships manager; Sue 
Weston – Kent Police Speed Enforcement partnership; Claire Harris – KCC Safer Roads for Kent; Colin 
Evans – Highways England Regional Road Safety manager; Sgt Kate Reed, PC Josh Hammond, PC Jon 
Voss – Kent Police 

Inspector Atkinson provided an overview of the issues. 

Followed by Cllr Mike Angell regarding the Community Impact of both speed and noise, 
predominantly around the A2070 (Bridgefield) and other new developments. There is an historic 
legacy to the A2070 when it was handed over to Highways England. MA raised the issue of vehicles 
being involved in serious and fatal accidents and referred to ‘crash map’ statistics and potential 
engineering solutions or speed cameras. He also mentioned IAMS (road smart) and the speed limit / 
road safety signage and asked if it was appropriate. 

Colin Evans explained that HE have no responsibilities, post construction, in relation to acoustic 
dampening requirements and associated products (fencing). This sits with local authority planning and 
the developers and should be part of the construction phase. He confirmed the signage on the A2070 
was up to the required specifications and the road was subject to the national speed limit. In terms of 
work and the possible upgrades or installation of speed detection equipment (average speed 
cameras), these are considered and planned during 5-year cycles with budget not always easily 
accessible outside these cycles.  With the correct research, survey work, feasibility studies – financial 
support could be found to support any project with road safety being the paramount consideration. 

Recent studies around the A259 (Kent and Sussex) have followed the route back with the A2070 being 
found to be part of the route cause, i.e. an arterial route to the A259 towards Sussex. 

Mike Angell raised the issue of bends on the A2070 and the number of crashes over the last seven 
years which totalled 203. Colin Evans explained the usual criteria was to review 3 years of data. 

John Craigen was invited to explain available funding and handed over to John Farnaby who is now 
responsible for Area 4 which encompasses the areas being discussed. JF explained that the A2070 and 
A259 are going to be subject to speed surveys which in turn inform a safety package with 
recommendations for solutions. This incorporates a feasibility study for any additional requirements 
to enhance road safety with funding bids required at each stage. This is a set process and has to follow 
a value management criterion. The funding must be bid for, becomes available before surveys are 



started. There are no deviations from this process irrespective of how much funding is required. Staff 
are very willing, but the process can be slow. 

Colin Evans explained that he liaises with Kent Police RPU Safer Roads and they were planning days of 
action (Sunday being the favoured day). This was postponed but planning will resume. 

Tara O’Shea explained the fundamental priorities were dealing with and reducing speed and noise. 
Her engineering background underpins that roads are not inherently dangerous, it’s those who use 
them who create the dangers. There is an ongoing educational need to speak to all age groups. She 
works closely with Safety Camera Partnership and confirmed that average speed cameras produce a 
99.9% level of compliance so are therefore very effective. She and colleagues deliver annual 
educational programs including drink / drive campaigns, motorcycle safety with aims and objectives 
around changing drivers’ habits. The Fatal Four are the priority with speed being the one given greater 
focus. 

Claire Harris represents Safer Roads in Kent delivering annual campaigns in collaboration with Tara 
and wider partners. This includes Sussex, schools, young people and younger drivers. She was 
especially interested in local liaisons with PCSOs and (incoming) school’s officers to exploit all 
educational opportunities. 

Alison Oates confirmed her support for the educational and partnership approach. She highlighted 
Safety in Action and its important inputs and requested all available material from Claire Harris so it 
could be circulated to a wider partnership group. 

PC Josh Hammond – question regarding the possible installation of double white lines to prevent 
overtaking on the A2070, specifically into and out from residential areas. Colin Evans responded 
stating that this was a good idea, safety-based measure which would require a feasibility study. The 
progression of this is to pass details to a relevant expert to consult around fatal and serious injury 
matters where ‘everything can be considered’. The aim would be to reduce KSI incidents, classed as a 
cheap & simple fix however the use of double white lines must be necessary. PC Hammond reasoned 
that the lines would stop / dissuade overtaking and excess speed which in turn could reduce levels of 
vehicle noise. 

Cllr Angell touched on the subject of noise and confirmed that all new developments, subject to KCC 
planning involvement, would be subject to 20mph speed limits. This would be incumbent on the 
developers and / or local authority in conjunction with noise suppression measures. 

All participants talked about education and the absolute necessity to deliver this at various levels; 
schools, young drivers and older drivers alike. The use of social media is important with the clarity of 
messages vital.  

Road Safety Week commences on 16th November 2020 with the focus on speed using the tagline ‘No 
need to Speed’. Concerns around the lockdown period were raised in relation to excessive speed and 
poor standards of driving. Sue Weston confirmed KPs Speed detection work would be ongoing 
throughout the latest lockdown period. CSU would also be planning in some bespoke operations to 
tackle speed and noise in specific locations. The Road Safety area is one where Colin Evans and Tara 
O’Shea confirmed ongoing work with Kent Police. Some deployments were planned with PS Grant 
Steele and this will go ahead when feasible, supported by Ashford CSU, Special Constabulary and 
others. Previous plans could not go ahead. 

The meeting concluded confirming that work was in hand with surveys and feasibility studies going 
ahead. These are not affected by current budgets with Colin Evans confirming that priorities determine 



expenditure and that funding was always available. Inspector Atkinson offered support via Chief 
Inspector Sparkes in terms of a letter (if required) where Kent Police outlined their support and 
requirements to achieve long term, sustainable solutions with the overarching aim to improve road 
safety, reduce speeds and improve the quality of life for Ashford residents. 
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